
Custom Plans – for UK locations

Mobile phone style contracts
with inclusive monthly
allowances.

Have it your way, tailor your own custom plan to perfectly fit your volumes:

Seasonal plans whereby your
allowance and fee vary from
one month to the next.

No set-up fees, commissions,
or charges for: tables, users,
staff or number of devices.

Tourists? Choose Domestic
and or International inclusive
monthly allowances.

Guests
at £0.0099

per guest

SMS Texts
at £0.1015
per SMS Text

Voice Calls
at £0.0888
per Voice Call

Your plans monthly inclusive allowance is priced basis the unit pricing shown. Consumption beyond the monthly inclusive allowance is metered and charged at the prevailing Domestic or International Overage Rates. “SMS” is as a single text
message containing up to 160 characters, a multi-part message consumes multiple SMS credits. “Call” is as a single call to a customer i.e. for the purposes of notifying them you’re ready to serve them. Unused SMS or Calls do not rollover from
one month to the next. These prices apply to UK based locations only and exclude VAT. Advertised pricing is subject to change at any time and without notice. Minimum order levels apply: £50 on Pay Monthly, £75 on pre-pay and save (£75 paid
every 6 months, equivalent of £12.50pcm). Currency: GBP, Billed in: GBP. Terms Apply https://www.secondguest.com/terms.

Domestic SMS Text or Call to any
+44 number in the United
Kingdom.

Guest is the person who goes on
the waitlist, the party lead only.
Ignore the party size.

Choose Monthly
Allowance ofStep #1

Choose Monthly
Phone Paging
Allowance of

Step #2

Choose the additional
Features you requireStep #3

Big Board
for TV display

at +12% uplift

Real-time Data
wait & page response times

at +3% uplift

Queue Watcher
for Guest Q monitoring

at +5% uplift

Instant Reports
for historical analysis

at +2% uplift

Kiosk
for self service

at +8% uplift

Pager Tracking
of buzzers / beepers

at +0% uplift

Choose Term and 
Payment basisStep #4

Subject to minimum order levels
and acceptance.

Our standard plan term is 6 months, either; 

pay monthly, or pre-pay and save 10%.

Add-on features sold separately,
choose features you need. Priced
as a % uplift to your allowances so
it's proportional, not punitive.

Features are licensed on a per
Reservation Location basis,
irrespective of how many TV’s or
Kiosks you operate at the location.

Tell us what 
works for you?


